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88Text Correspondence 

I purchased a place in Jack London Square at the height of the
pandemic as we needed more space to work from home. It was a
conscious decision to purchase in Jack London - we wanted to be
close to public transport, close to downtown Oakland and didn't
want to displace families rooted in Oakland. Our building, the
Bond, serves all of these needs. Thinking forward, I fully support
the building of the stadium at Howard terminal. I believe this
stadium will offer downtown Oakland a great economic boost
and will also bring other businesses in to town. Of concern is the
active train tracks going through the heart of Jack London. While
there is a proposal for a train quiet zone across 5 crossings
between Market and Broadway - it confuses and saddens me
that the 3 other crossings at Franklin, Webster and Oak streets
were not considered for the quiet zone. I believe it is necessary to
include these additional 3 crossings in the quiet zone plan too
because: - the quiet zone brings with it safety measures. Yet
game attendees arriving on Amtrak or from Lake Merritt Bart or
driving from the south may need to go across the 3 crossings not
included in the plan - Extending the quiet zone will bring a
better quality of life for us living by these 3 crossings. With Work
from Home being the new norm for a lot of us, the trains passing
through the tracks on a frequent basis can be very disruptive
and impacts our quality of life. - Extending the quiet zone will
ensure that the loud freight trains don't disrupt games. If you live
in Oakland, you've heard these trains. They are much louder than
the regular Amtrak trains and can be very disruptive when
passing by, even when not directly in front of you. We love where
we live.. and would love to think about living here long term and
contributing to the local economy. Please include us in your
plans to make the area better and please include our 3 stops at
Franklin, Oak and Webster part of the quiet zone plan.
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